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MARY

WHY MARY?
PAY TRIBUTE TO WOMEN, DIGITALLY.

We launched this project because

we wanted to find a way to pay

tribute to women, the sweetest and

most disrespected half of humanity. 

We then choosed the most iconic

one.

To know more, visit our website at
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NFT
All of our NFTs are digitally hand-

drawn by our artist.

The collection is composed as

follows:

- 10 pre-generated legendary NFTs

used for marketing purposes

- Custom NFTs based on some

characters who will help us spread

the project

- 7777 NFTs available for minting,

randomly composed among multiple

features
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Whitelisted wallets will have priority

access to the minting of 7777 NFTs.

The entry into the whitelist will

guarantee the obtaining of an

"indulgence" NFT.

These indulgences will be tradable

and sellable.

When whitelist minting opens, NFT

indulgence holders will be able to

mint a Mary for each indulgence in

their possession.

The opening of public minting will

follow

WHITELIST
TOSS A COIN FOR AN
INDULGENCE
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Shortly after the public minting closes,

we will open the sacred weekly lottery.

The lucky owner of a particular NFT

will win each week. 

The lottery will last until the next step.

Note that any of the 7777 NFTs issued will be

eligible.

SACRED
LOTTERY
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ROAD MAP
FUTURE HAS NEVER BEEN THIS BRIGHT

At the end of the lottery, we will

be ready to release our

governance token, which will be

pegged to SOL

The token will be usable in DeFi

on Solana and on the platform

that we will release, both in

staking and liquidity pools.

Owning our NFTs will grant users

bonuses and exclusive access,

such as rewards boosters.

But much more has yet to be
revealed.
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THE
TEAM

BALTHAZAR

Head of Finance

MELCHIOR

Head of Marketing

CASPAR

What he does?

The identity of the founders was

validated through "Civic Pass".
Further details will follow.



TOWARDS THE LIGHT

WEBSITE

70times7.art

TWITTER

@Mary70times7

INSTAGRAM

70times7.art

TELEGRAM

70times7 Official

DISCORD

https://discord.gg/EPKqYRYA
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